Chevy cruze battery terminal

If the battery has run down, try to use another vehicle and some jumper cables to start your
vehicle. Notice : Ignoring these steps could result in costly damage to the vehicle that would not
be covered by the warranty. Trying to start the vehicle by pushing or pulling it will not work, and
it could damage the vehicle. The jump start negative grounding point 1 for the discharged
battery is the engine block or an engine mounting bolt. Connect to a spot as far away from the
discharged battery as possible. The jump start positive terminal on the discharged battery 2 is
located in the engine compartment on the driver side of the vehicle. The jump start positive
terminal 4 and negative terminal 3 are on the battery of the vehicle providing the jump start. The
positive jump start connection for the discharged battery is under a trim cover. Open the cover
to expose the terminal. Notice : Only use a vehicle that has a volt system with a negative ground
for jump starting. If the other vehicle does not have a volt system with a negative ground, both
vehicles can be damaged. Set the parking brake firmly and put the shift lever in P Park with an
automatic transmission, or Neutral with a manual transmission. Notice : If any accessories are
left on or plugged in during the jump starting procedure, they could be damaged. The repairs
would not be covered by the vehicle warranty. Whenever possible, turn off or unplug all
accessories on either vehicle when jump starting the vehicle. Turn off all lights and accessories
in both vehicles, except the hazard warning flashers if needed. An electric fan can start up even
when the engine is not running and can injure you. Keep hands, clothing and tools away from
any underhood electric fan. Be sure the battery has enough water. You do not need to add water
to the battery installed in your new vehicle. But if a battery has filler caps, be sure the right
amount of fluid is there. If it is low, add water to take care of that first. If you do not, explosive
gas could be present. Battery fluid contains acid that can burn you. Do not get it on you. If you
accidentally get it in your eyes or on your skin, flush the place with water and get medical help
immediately. Fans or other moving engine parts can injure you badly. Keep your hands away
from moving parts once the engine is running. Connect one end of the black negative â€” cable
to the negative â€” terminal of the good battery. Connect the other end of the black negative â€”
cable to the negative â€” grounding point for the discharged battery. Start the engine in the
vehicle with the good battery and run the engine at idle speed for at least four minutes. Try to
start the vehicle that had the dead battery. If it will not start after a few tries, it probably needs
service. Notice : If the jumper cables are connected or removed in the wrong order, electrical
shorting may occur and damage the vehicle. Always connect and remove the jumper cables in
the correct order, making sure that the cables do not touch each other or other metal. Interior
Lighting Dome Lamps The dome lamp controls are located in the headliner. Reading Lamps The
reading lamps are located in the overhead con Visual Aiming Preparation Procedure Important:
Some state and local laws specify requirements for headlamp aim. Comply with all of these laws
when performing any headlamp aiming operations. Headlamp aim should be checked: When a
new headlamp capsule is installed. If service or repairs to the front end area have, or may have,
Installation Procedure Remove all mounds or loose pieces of urethane adhesive from the
pinch-weld area. Inspect for any of the following problems in order to help prevent future
breakage of the window: High weld Solder spots Hardened sealer Any other obstruction or
irregularity in the pinch-weld fla This could lead to a crash and you or others could be injured.
Use only one compact s Eight problems related to battery cable have been reported for the
Chevrolet Cruze. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of the Chevrolet Cruze based on all problems reported for the
Cruze. When I start my car, the four way flashers turn on, my trunk opens, wipers go off, interior
lights flicker, and serve power steering appears. I brought it into the dealer, they replaced the
negative battery cable for a second time, and ran an electrical diagnosis. I was told it was the
battery cable, the issues are still occurring. I noticed my car wasn't beeping when I tried to lock
it. I tried to start my car and it completely shut down. I managed to get my hood open and
disconnected the battery cables. It was fine for a few weeks then the "check stabilitrack" went
off and my car shut down. I made it to my destination and it shut down completely. I tried to
disconnect it and even that didn't work. Upon further investigation many had had this issue and
it's not the stabilitrak its apparently the ground cable to the battery black cable. My car will work
but will occasionally completely reset the system so trying to save the time or date is pointless.
I want this investigated!. While driving the electrical functions such as radio and instrument
panel will start to flash on and off with the radio display rebooting at intermittent times, and
sometimes constantly. Power has on occasion been lost completely while driving. Sometimes
the symptoms are only the radio and console below it losing power, but when it gets really
frequent, a couple of the instrument warning lights regarding abs and another one I cannot
remember off hand flash, and the stabilitrac warning is displaying "service traction control".
This can last for 5 minutes or as long as a day or more. I noticed on at least two occasions, the
problems started on very humid days at both early morning and evening time frames, and

necessarily while driving in rain. When problem gets extremely bad, I usually pull over
somewhere and take off the "negative" battery cable for about 20 seconds using a wrench I
must carry in the vehicle, forcing the control module of the vehicle to reset. This temporarily
fixes the problem for an undetermined amount of time. The vehicle was brought to the chevy
dealer and they claimed they couldn't find anything nor have they ever heard of the problem.
This problem occurs while vehicle is moving or stationery. This problem also occurs on
expressways or city streets. This problem has occured in multiple states north carolina along
the coast and in chicago area. This problem has been ongoing for at least two years. The last
time was on sept. I do have videos that I captured with my phone but it doesn't appear that your
website can support them. The contact owns a Chevrolet Cruze. While driving approximately 35
mph and making a left turn, the steering wheel seized. In addition, the instrument panel and
radio intermittently operated. The vehicle was taken to the dealer. The technician diagnosed that
the positive battery cable and generator starter cable needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was
47, Driving down highway and the dic starts flashing and then the power steering failed and the
car then lost power and the engine cut out. I was able to pull the car over to the shoulder and
stop the car. I was able to restart the vehicle. I took to dealer and they replaced the negative
battery cable. I soon received an extended warranty for the cable from gm for 10 yrs or miles. So
they are aware of the issue and cars cutting out and losing power on the highway is not
considered dangerous to the drivers or their passengers. December -- the radio and dash board
lights service stabilitrak have been flashing on and off then this evening while driving on a
straight road, the "service power steering" light flashed on and my steering wheel locked up.
That continued for approx. When I got home and pulled into my parking spot and turned my car
off everything turned off, including my interior lights and I couldn't remove my key from the
ignition. I let it sit for approx. February -- the same things are happening and the power steering
turns off and the steering wheel locks up may -- power steering turns off and steering wheel
locks up; battery completely dies randomly; new dealership tells me the battery cables need to
be replaced; however, other Cruze owners who have filed a complaint with the same issues and
had their battery cable replaced report that this does not resolve the issue. The center
information center with the radio began shutting on and off while driving. Sometimes the
blinker, seat warmer, or even plugging in my phone to the usb port seemed to trigger it. I
noticed the voltage fluctuating from The day that I took the vehicle in for repair, all the
notification lights began to blink and then the power steering went out during a left turn. The
dealership replaced both battery cables and mentioned that they've had many of these cars in
with this same issue. Everything mentioned above, except for the power steering loss, is
happening again. If you search the internet and youtube, you'll quickly see this is a growing
problem that needs to be resolved and recalled. The contact stated while driving at 40 mph, the
service stabilitrak warning indicator illuminated and the vehicle stalled. The contact had to tug
on the battery cable in order to restart the vehicle. However, the mechanic could not duplicate
the problem but decided to remove some clips on the battery cable as a temporary remedy. The
vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was not made aware of the problem. The
approximate failure mileage was 45, Car Problems. Battery Cable problem 1. Battery Cable
problem 2. Battery Cable problem 3. Battery Cable problem 4. Battery Cable problem 5. Battery
Cable problem 6. Battery Cable problem 7. Battery Cable problem 8. Other Electrical System
related problems of the Chevrolet Cruze. Electrical System problems Electrical System
problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Car Will Not Accelerate
problems. Ignition Switch problems. Wiring problems. Ignition Module problems. Horn
Assembly problems. Computer Failure problems. Trunk Wiring problems. Chevrolet Cruze
owners have reported 31 problems related to battery cable under the electrical system category.
The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of Chevrolet Cruze based on all problems reported for the Cruze. Negative
battery cable shorted out, failing a main fuse and the starter. Car turned off while driving down I
We were able to get the car to restart one time, then once we were to a safe place to pull over
turned off the car and the electrical in the car would not turn off stereo, lights, etc. Once we
finally got everything to turn off the car would not start again and was towed to the repair shop.
See all problems of the Chevrolet Cruze. It looses power. All dash lights flash on and off while
driving, the radio turns on and off and the car looses power steering while driving this is major
and I've had a few scary moments while turning. At times the key will get stuck in the ignition
and it will not start. The only way to get the key out is to pop the hood and jiggle the battery
cable, it will then release the key. All these issues happen daily. I have no warning lights that
stay on consistently. While driving, the engine suddenly stopped and messages appeared on
dash about servicing air bag and power steering. Very dangerous as car was moving 45 mph

and had to move to shoulder. Towed to dealer and was told it was negative battery cable.
Happened again - towed it back to dealer and was told it was positive battery cable. Car
entertainment system intermittently cuts out while driving, error message will briefly flash on
screen. The problem was identified as a faulty negative battery cable. The same problem was
present in Cruze's and chevy issued a special coverage adjustment for those model years. See
bulletin b. I experienced the exact same issues, and the fix by the mechanic was the same fix.
Why isn't chevy covering later model years?. Driving last night from work to home at i96
westbound livonia-mi around 7pm, I started getting messages in my cluster such as service
stabilitrak, service traction control and engine power is reduced. Just suddenly my car lost all
the power and throttle when I was travelling in a highway around 70 mph on the second fastest
lane. It was very scary and dangerous situation once my throttle was complete unresponsive
and could find myself at the middle of the highway at 5mph. My instinct was to turn on the
hazard lights and try to move the car to the slowest lane as safe as possible. I feel lucky that no
one hit me in the back and I consider that I was lucky to have this problem at this time of the
evening. Luckily I was able to take the exit b to levan rd and from there park the car to evaluate
it. I could not find any visible defect either internally or on engine compartment. I turned off the
engine and on several times and still had the same cluster messages and derated power. I was
still able to drive the car safely to the parking lot of madonna university looking for a safer place
to wait for my insurance company. When waiting for the aaa operator I was able to re-start the
car with no display message but only with the engine check light on. I drove the car in the
parking lot and noticed the car seemed to be ok. Once on that time I was still waiting for the aaa
operator I decided to take levan rd northbound and I was able to safe arrive home. Checking the
symptom I had in google and youtube I learned about the problem with the negative battery
cable which is already known by NHTSA and gm. I hope my incidence can be investigated and a
decision for recall be taken. I don't see any difference to what experienced with the ignition
switch topic therefore this issue should be considered as potential recall. Please feel free to
contact me at any time for more details. When the vehicle comes to a stop the headlights start
to glitch, the radio goes off and a warning for the stabilitrak comes on as well as a power
steering warning. Once the car comes to a stop intermittently it will go completely dead and the
negative battery cable if tapped on will cause the vehicle to come back on with no issue. Battery
has been replaced as new but issue still occurs. While driving the engine totally looses power
and the entire car is shut off and comes to a stop. Lots of electrical messages show up, and
sometimes the key cannot come out of ignition. After an hour, sometimes it will restart. I have
had it towed three times to the dealer. At first they thought it was the negative battery cable, but
its still has the problem. Starting to not be able to trust this car as its a hazard to drive not
knowing when it will cut out and just stop with no power to even have windows roll up. The car
just clicks and will not start and maybe 10 mins later it will start. Dealer say eletrial is not
covered under warranty and the recall for the negative battery cable is not under my VIN even
though all the other to chevy Cruzes are. Also 3 weeks ago the dash went crazy and stable
control light and asb call came on and car was uncontrolable to drive turn off and restarted it
and the was fine until now. For a little over a year, I have experienced the radio shutting off and
on, stabilitrak showing as needing service, the car shuddering, and the check engine light
coming on. I have brought the car into a mechanic 3 times to determine what may be causing
the check engine light to come on, and 3 times the computer says air intake. I have had just
about everything changed, check engine light goes off, I drive for about 30 minutes, and it
comes back on. This is above and beyond the most frustrating car problem I have every had,
and I can't seem to find anyone capable of answering the problems with this car. The electrical
problems spring up in the middle of nowhere while driving in town, and it seems to be okay for
a few days if you mess with the battery cables, but they have already been replaced once and
the problem is back!!!. I have had repeated electrical issues with this car. Then the stabilitrack
started flashing on. I have also had the key get locked in the ignition. Once driving, the steering
was not right. I have taken this car into the dealer with all of these complaints except the
incident yesterday. Their solution has been new battery and new battery cables-twice. I
purchased this vehicle used from a dealership 27 days ago. Two days ago I went to restart car
after a short drive and the car did not crank, dash remained black, key was stuck in ignition. My
daughter in law told me to pop the hood and upon wiggling battery cables freed the key from
stuck position and I was able to start the car and drive home. This is when I learned this is not
the first time of occurrence. I was hospitalized several days after purchase and my kids used
the car. They neglected to tell me twice they lost power while in motion and car shut off. The
first time was while exiting off the freeway. The second was while making turn after idling at a
red light several minutes. Both times the vehicle power steering ceased and steering became
difficult. On another occasion they experienced a no start similar to mine, a short drive, then car

was parked and shut off for a short time , no crank at restart, black dash, stuck key. I had
previously mentioned to dealer tech that car fails to keep current date and time. Each day I note
it has reverted back again to the year and an incorrect time. A reset like click in engine
compartment several minutes after turning off engine is frequently heard. Radio and dash lights
have flashed while car is in motion on several occasions now. Over time, the internal resistance
increases and vehicle electrical systems do not receive adequate power. Power steering assist
may also be lost, and greater effort may be needed to turn the steering wheel at low speeds or
while the vehicle is stopped. Chevy Cruze has malfunctioning sensors in the bumper of the car.
The car gets wet. The sensors shut down and the battery won't charge and the car comes to a
complete stop. The solution from g:m is to replace negative battery cable and the sensors and
wire harness. How ever they will not issue a recall and this is very dangerous. My daughters
battery went dead on the freeway. This car has 52, miles on it and it's not safe. G:m admits they
upgraded the sensors and harness so it's not supposed to happen again. Won't stand behind
the original product. These vehicles are in danger of shutting down at any speed and at
anytime. At least they should issue a recall on the negative battery cable not a service bulletin I
am having the issue of the negative battery cable. Special coverage was not added to my car to
get this repair fixed! Negative battery cable issue - my radio is cutting in and out, turn signals
will not always work, "service stabilitrak" light will intermittently flash. The contact owns a
Chevrolet Cruze. While driving various speeds, the vehicle stalled without warning. The failure
recurred multiple times. The contact removed and reconnected the battery cable in order for the
vehicle to function. The dealer was not contacted. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was not notified. The approximate failure mileage was , When I start my car, the
four way flashers turn on, my trunk opens, wipers go off, interior lights flicker, and serve power
steering appears. I brought it into the dealer, they replaced the negative battery cable for a
second time, and ran an electrical diagnosis. I was told it was the battery cable, the issues are
still occurring. Car stopped and was completely dead in the middle of the highway, hazard lights
didn't work. Onstar didn't work, I couldn't roll windows down and could not unlock doors to get
out of vehicle. After having it towed back to dealership seeing as car was leased only 14 days
prior, they stated this was a known recall and that battery cable wasn't properly secured.
Dealership and gm both refused responsibility stating it was a known recall when I asked to
return the car that almost killed me and offered absolutely no escape route. Beware there is no
way out of the chevy Cruze without battery power; doors auto lock and "knob" recedes into
door and cannot be manually opened in any way. I noticed my car wasn't beeping when I tried to
lock it. I tried to start my car and it completely shut down. I managed to get my hood open and
disconnected the battery cables. It was fine for a few weeks then the "check stabilitrack" went
off and my car shut down. I made it to my destination and it shut down completely. I tried to
disconnect it and even that didn't work. Upon further investigation many had had this issue and
it's not the stabilitrak its apparently the ground cable to the battery black cable. My car will work
but will occasionally completely reset the system so trying to save the time or date is pointless.
I want this investigated!. Power steering assist is also lost, and greater effort may be needed to
turn the steering wheel at low speeds or while the vehicle is stopped. This only happens in the
summer. Doing speeds of 65mph. The car loses power and then the dash board and radion
flickers on and off. The cars sometimes shuts off and I will have to put my hazards marker on
the let the car pull over to the side of the road. And im not able to take the key out the ignition.
The key will get stuck and about 3 minutes later I trying again and the key will come out. I try to
start it up again and the car will start up. The steering will lock up while im trying to turn or is
turning the it will go back to regular state. It only does this in the summer or when the car gets
hot. So I took I to the dealership and they said it was my negative battery cable. This is unsafe.
This has been going on for almost a 1 year it starts and stops when it wants too. Also when im
stopped or sitting at a stop light the matters are even worser. In a conversation with the service
department at steve rayman of smyrna, GA he said the negative battery cable caused the
problems with the instrument panel, gauges, and the steering wheel jerking to the left. I chose
to contact general motors because I just could not believe a negative cable could cause such
problems. Voltage regulator needs adjustment 3. A screw needs to be tightened. In a second
conversation with steve rayman personnel and gm, both said it was the cable and not the
voltage regulators. The car had been in my garage for the last few days with a dead battery. This
morning I jump-started the vehicle; so, we can assume the alternator was working properly
because the car continues to run after disconnecting the battery cables. I drove to the store in
order to purchase and replace the battery I noticed the battery voltage was reading After
replacing the battery, I was returning home and noticed the battery voltage fluctuated from My
question to you the alternator appears to working correctly by providing electrical power to
operate the car while using a dead battery. If there were a power fluctuation, would it be

reasonable to assume the voltage regulator could be the problem. Consumer writes in regards
to transmission shift problems. The consumer stated it took a while, before the gears shifted
properly. Also, at times, there was a smell of gas and coolant. The battery cables were corroded.
While driving the electrical functions such as radio and instrument panel will start to flash on
and off with the radio display rebooting at intermittent times, and sometimes constantly. Power
has on occasion been lost completely while driving. Sometimes the symptoms are only the
radio and console below it losing power, but when it gets really frequent, a couple of the
instrument warning lights regarding abs and another one I cannot remember off hand flash, and
the stabilitrac warning is displaying "service traction control". This can last for 5 minutes or as
long as a day or more. I noticed on at least two occasions, the problems started on very humid
days at both early morning and evening time frames, and necessarily while driving in rain. When
problem gets extremely bad, I usually pull over somewhere and take off the "negative" battery
cable for about 20 seconds using a wrench I must carry in the vehicle, forcing the control
module of the vehicle to reset. This temporarily fixes the problem for an undetermined amount
of time. The vehicle was brought to the chevy dealer and they claimed they couldn't find
anything nor have they ever heard of the problem. This problem occurs while vehicle is moving
or stationery. This problem also occurs on expressways or city streets. This problem has
occured in multiple states north carolina along the coast and in chicago area. This problem has
been ongoing for at least two years. The last time was on sept. I do have videos that I captured
with my phone but it doesn't appear that your website can support them. The contact stated that
the vehicle experienced difficulties when attempting to start the engine. The contact discovered
that acid residue was present on both the negative and positive battery cable leads. The vehicle
was taken to the dealer and the negative battery cable was serviced. The contact indicated that
the positive battery cable continued to experience the failure. The manufacturer was notified of
the failure. The failure mileage was unknown. While driving approximately 35 mph and making a
left turn, the steering wheel seized. In addition, the instrument panel and radio intermittently
operated. The vehicle was taken to the dealer. The technician diagnosed that the positive
battery cable and generator starter cable needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The
manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 47, Driving
down highway and the dic starts flashing and then the power steering failed and the car then
lost power and the engine cut out. I was able to pull the car over to the shoulder and stop the
car. I was able to restart the vehicle. I took to dealer and they replaced the negative battery
cable. I soon received an extended warranty for the cable from gm for 10 yrs or miles. So they
are aware of the issue and cars cutting out and losing power on the highway is not considered
dangerous to the drivers or their passengers. December -- the radio and dash board lights
service stabilitrak have been flashing on and off then this evening while driving on a straight
road, the "service power steering" light flashed on and my steering wheel locked up. That
continued for approx. When I got home and pulled into my parking spot and turned my car off
everything turned off, including my interior lights and I couldn't remove my key from the
ignition. I let it sit for approx. February -- the same things are happening and the power steering
turns off and the steering wheel locks up may -- power steering turns off and steering wheel
locks up; battery completely dies randomly; new dealership tells me the battery cables need to
be replaced; however, other Cruze owners who have filed a complaint with the same issues and
had their battery cable replaced report that this does not resolve the issue. The center
information center with the radio began shutting on and off while driving. Sometimes the
blinker, seat warmer, or even plugging in my phone to the usb port seemed to trigger it. I
noticed the voltage fluctuating from The day that I took the vehicle in for repair, all the
notification lights began to blink and then the power steering went out during a left turn. The
dealership replaced both battery cables and mentioned that they've had many of these cars in
with this same issue. Everything mentioned above, except for the power steering loss, is
happening again. If you search the internet and youtube, you'll quickly see this is a growing
problem that needs to be resolved and recalled. The contact stated while driving at 40 mph, the
service stabilitrak warning indicator illuminated and the vehicle stalled. The contact had to tug
on the battery cable in order to restart the vehicle. However, the mechanic could not duplicate
the problem but decided to remove some clips on the battery cable as a temporary remedy. The
manufacturer was not made aware of the problem. The approximate failure mileage was 45,
While driving approximately 70 mph, the vehicle veered sharply to the right and the power
steering failed. The service stabilitrack and brake warning indicators illuminated. The
instrument panel gauges and radio were blinking erratically. The failures occurred multiple
times and usually during or after rainy weather. The dealer stated that the battery cable needed
to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired and the manufacturer was notified. The
approximate failure mileage was 59, Took my chevy Cruze into the shop on feburary after the

radio, dash, headlights began shorting out flickering on and off the dash would flash back on it
a different language and then reset itself once the car was turned off. Inital quote from mechanic
was that it needed a new alternator. I then did a internet search to find out many consumers on
forums were reporting the same problem. At that time we refused work from the mechanic and
took the car to the dealership. They stated it was a common problem and the grounding wires
were tightened. The work was done and about a month later the issues started happening again,
this time when the "flickering" would happen, they dash would flash "service traction control".
The car was returned to the dealership where they stated the car needed new battery cables.
After reviewing the concerns on the forums for other Cruze customers who stated this was
replaced on their cars and the problem kept happening, I was not satisfied with that option, the
dealership refused to investigate further so we took my car home. The problem persisted, this
week, the car began a new malfunction while "flickering" the power steering and power brakes
would quit working, leaving you with no control of your vehicle while on the roads. My
husbands picked the car up from me and experienced the same problem along with the door
locks resetting and feeling the engine cutting out "dieing" then restarting itself. Upon out return
to the dealership it was asked that they inspect the car with a fine tooth comb and get to the
bottom of the problem. After reading several reviews, I am not satisfied with this answer. We are
getting the cables replaced but what is plan c. That is what I am interested in. Who has the
answer to that question?. Car Problems. Battery Cable problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 1.
Battery Cable problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 2. Battery Cable problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 3.
Battery Cable problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 4. Battery Cable problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 5.
Battery Cable problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 6. Battery Cable problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 7.
Battery Cable problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 8. Battery Cable problem of the Chevrolet Cruze 9.
Battery Cable problem of the Chevrolet Cruze Electrical System problems. Car Will Not Start
problems. Anti-theft Controller problems. Battery Dead problems. Wiring problems. Ignition
Switch problems. Starter problems. Instrument Panel problems. David Hobbs helped make
these videos. If the battery in your Chevrolet Cruze has crusty white or green build-up and
corrosion on the clamps, posts or terminals, you can improve the performance and lifespan of
your battery significantly by cleaning it. Your battery is depleted when it is used to start the car,
but then recharged when you drive your Cruze, the corrosion limits the ability for your Cruze to
recharge the battery when driving. The video above will show you the correct order to safely
remove the battery clamps in your Cruze and what to use to clean your battery terminals and
clamps. We will also show you a tip for preventing this buildup in the future so the battery in
your Cruze will be optimally charged whenever you drive it! Car batteries contain dangerous
and flammable fluids. Always use safety glasses and gloves whenever working with the battery.
Check out our parts page for great deals and coupons on safety glasses, gloves and battery
terminal brushes for your Cruze! Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers
how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the
majority of cars on the road. Odd electrical problems that come out of nowhere can often signify
a blown engine fuse - check and change yours here! Car companies often use the same engines
in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Be cool
under pressure. Your coolant should perform well under any condition - just like Aaron
Rodgers! Check for a blown engine fuse. Change an engine fuse. If you have an electrical
component that doesn't work, try replacing the fuse first. If your car blows hot air when your air
conditioner is turned on, try recharging the freon first. See all videos for the Chevrolet Cruze.
We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything This listing is for
part or sub-assembly number given below only. Shipping from the USA. Good quality, good
operation. Comes in a sealed package, ready to install. Installation instructions not included,
Tool not included. If this item can not work properly for you, please contact our Customer
Service before you open the case via e-bay or pay-pal. We promise we will do our best to serve
you. Package List:. All items will be shipped to buyer's eBay address. Please make sure your
address in eBay matches the address you would like us to ship to before payment. If you are
unhappy with your purchase for any reason, US buyers can return it to us in an un-used
condition in the original packaging within 30 days of purchase and we'll give you a refund or
exchange. Any parcel without the Return Authorization Number will be rejected. If your item is
faulty or was incorrect, you must contact our sales representative before returning the parcel
and we will endeavour to solve the problem effectively. Video or picture is required to show the

item condition before we issue the Return Authorization Number. Important notice: 1. Any
returned item s without Return authorization number will be rejected. Please return your item s
in original packaging and ensure that all packages are securely wrapped. We will not accept
responsibility for loss or damage of goods during transit, please ensure that the insurance
cover option is taken where possible. Most of the products have warranty. In the very unlikely
event that you have a problem with our product, please contact us via eBay messages. Powered
by SoldEazy. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1
of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom Click to enlarge. Have one to sell? Sell it yourself. Get the item you ordered or get your money
back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information qqquickstar Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as a guest. The item you've selected
wasn't added to your cart. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the page does not update
immediately. Add to Watchlist Unwatch. Watch list is full. No additional import charges at
delivery! This item will be posted through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Chino, California, United
States. Posts to:. United States and many other countries See details. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated
between Wed. Estimated delivery date help - opens a layer Estimated delivery dates - opens in a
new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin postcode, destination postcode and
time of acceptance and will depend on postage service selected and receipt of cleared payment
- opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods.
International postage and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab International postage and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more opens in a new window or tab Any international postage and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab International postage paid to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab Any international postage is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report
item - opens in a new window or tab. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. To confirm
that this part fits your vehicle, please choose a vehicle from the "My Garage" list, or enter your
vehicle's details below. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We're unable to complete
your request. Please try again later. This part isn't compatible with this. Compatibility
information isn't available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s. Compatibilities are defined by the seller for vehicles typically fitted for
operation within the original listing country. This part is compatible with below vehicle s
matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this
table have been provided by qqquickstar. Features: Shipping from the USA. We only accept
PayPal payment. Store Home. Auto Valve. Motorcycle Valve. Fuel Injector. Car Repair Kit. Auto
Engine System. Auto Ignition System. Auto Hub. Motorcycle Ignition System. Motorcycle engine
system. Auto Actuator. Auto Motor. Auto Relay. Auto Circuit Wiring Harness. Transmission
System. Auto Switch. Motorcycle Control System. Auto Sensor. Motorcycle Pump. Auto Interior.
Exterior Trimming Parts. Auto Pump. USD USD 8. All rights reserved. Postage and handling.
This item can be sent to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified postage options. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Postage
cost can't be calculated. Please enter a valid postcode. There are 42 items available. Please
enter a number less than or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter five or nine numbers
for the postcode. Domestic handling time. Return policy. You must return items in their original
packaging and in the same condition as when you received them. If you don't follow our item
condition policy for returns , you may not receive a full refund. Refunds by law: In Australia,
consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a business if the goods purchased are
faulty, not fit for purpose or don't match the seller's description. More information at returns.
Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Postcode: Please
enter a valid postcode. International Priority Shipping. Our mobile mechanics offer services 7
days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile mechanics can come to your

home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. This is done with battery cables; there
are two that connect to the battery -- one to the positive terminal and one to the negative
terminal. Battery terminal ends are nothing more than clamps. They connect the cables to the
terminals and hold them there securely. Both the terminals and ends should be cleaned
regularly to remove corrosion and build up. If a terminal end fails, the cable will come loose
from the battery. This will result in no electricity during starting. If the terminal end fails while
driving, the car will continue to operate, but it will not crank again after being turned off. Battery
terminal ends are critical components of your vehicle's charging system. They ensure that the
battery stays connected to the system, providing electricity for cranking and allowing the
battery to recharge while the alternator is running. Over time, corrosion can eat into the metal,
eventually compromising your battery terminal ends. Have your terminal ends professionally
inspected and maintained at all regular service intervals. Without a constant connection to the
battery, your car will not crank. Have your battery and battery cables maintained at all times,
and the terminal ends replaced if damage is noticed. Estimate price near me. Service Location.
YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Keep in mind: Battery terminal ends should be inspected during all
regular maintenance services. Battery terminal ends should be properly maintained to prolong
their life and avoid issues with corrosion. How it's done: The battery is located. The battery
terminal ends are verified that they need to be replaced. The battery terminals are disconnected.
The defective battery terminal ends are removed by cutting the cables or unbolting the
connections. The battery terminals are cleaned. The new battery terminal ends are installed
onto the cables and reconnected to the battery. The battery terminal ends are tightened to the
battery and coated with a battery protection spray. The vehicle is tested for proper operation of
th
35mm male to 35mm female
2016 jeep patriot owners manual
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e battery terminal ends by starting engine. Our recommendation: Battery terminal ends are
critical components of your vehicle's charging system. What common symptoms indicate you
may need to replace the Battery Terminal Ends? Green or white corrosion around battery
terminals Battery light on in dashboard Vehicle will not crank. How important is this service?
Number of Chevrolet Cruze services completed. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular
Chevrolet Jobs. Auto service in Your City. Meet some of our expert Chevrolet mechanics Real
customer reviews from Chevrolet owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Nolan 30
years of experience. Request Nolan. Nolan was very knowledgeable and did a good repair job
on my vehicle. Colin 27 years of experience. Request Colin. Great service. Very personable.
Highly recommend. Martin 42 years of experience. Request Martin. Shaun 10 years of
experience. Request Shaun. Shaun is awesome and explains everything in detail! How can we
help? Read FAQ.

